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What is Administrative Law?1 

Administrative law is the law of government 

Public health is the classic government service, and it is a key administrative law 
practice area 

Contrast with courtroom law 

The basic practice of administrative law is by government agencies and 
individuals or corporations who are regulated by governmental agencies or who 
want to influence governmental agencies.  While some administrative law is 
practiced in the courtroom, most is outside the courtroom.  The key difference is 
that the courtroom depends on two adversaries to present the case. 

The flaws in adversary law 

The first flaw in the courtroom adversary system is that cases are often decided on 
the skills or monetary resources of the adversaries, not the facts.  The second is 
that no one is representing society, so that cases are often decided in ways that 
benefit one party but hurt society. 

                                                 
1  Richards, EP and Rathbun KC, "Public Health Law," in Public Health and Preventive Medicine, edited 
by Robert B. Wallace (Maxey, Roseneau, and Last), Appleton and Lange (1998) 1147-1154.  
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Understanding administrative law principles makes public health stronger 

All courts, from the local district court in your community to the United States 
Supreme Court, recognize administrative law principles and the importance of 
letting public agencies do their job.  In many cases, seeming weaknesses in public 
health laws, especially those dealing with emergencies, are really failures by 
counsel to understand how to make the laws work for the agency.  This a special 
problem of legislatures which often weaken public health laws because they have 
mistaken ideas of what is necessary to sustain public health actions when and if 
the actions are challenged in court. 

Public Health in the Colonies 

Most of the population lived in poorly drained coastal areas 

People lived near rivers or ocean ports because goods traveled by water 

Terrible epidemics 

There were mosquito borne illness - malaria and yellow fever, waterborne 
diseases - cholera, typhoid, and the other diseases of the pre-vaccination, pre-
sanitation world, including smallpox.  Yellow fever nearly wiped out the 
Constitutional Convention.  Philadelphia lost 10% of the population in one 
summer.2 

Average Life Expectancy was 25 years 

The Shattuck Report3 was the first demographic study of disease and life 
expectancy in the US and showed that the average life expectancy was 25 in the 
cities. 

Public Health Law Actions in Colonial America 

Quarantines, areas of non-intercourse 

Inspection of ships and sailors 

Nuisance abatement 

Colonial governments had and used Draconian powers 

Blackstone, the definitive source of historical common law discussed death as the 
penalty for breaking quarantine. 

                                                 
2  John H. Powell, Bring Out Your Dead (1949  
3 http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/cphl/history/books/sr/index.htm 
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Actions in the 1789 Yellow Fever Epidemic 

For ten years prior, the yellow fever had raged almost annually in the city, and annual 
laws were passed to resist it. The wit of man was exhausted, but in vain. Never did 
the pestilence rage more violently than in the summer of 1798. The State was in 
despair. The rising hopes of the metropolis began to fade. The opinion was gaining 
ground, that the cause of this annual disease was indigenous, and that all precautions 
against its importation were useless. But the leading spirits of that day were unwilling 
to give up the city without a final desperate effort. The havoc in the summer of 1798 
is represented as terrific. The whole country was roused. A cordon sanitaire was 
thrown around the city. Governor Mifflin of Pennsylvania proclaimed a non-
intercourse between New York and Philadelphia.4 

Public Health in the Constitution 

Federal Powers 

International trade and relations 

War 

Interstate Commerce - most federal laws and regulations to protect public health 
depend on the commerce power.  There is a great debate over whether the federal 
government has the right to exercise the police power outside of the commerce 
clause. 

State Powers 

The states retained the Draconian powers they exercised during the colonial and 
Articles of Confederation periods.  We call these powers to protect the public 
health and safety the police powers. They predate the development of police 
departments by many decades and are restricted to public health and safety 
actions. 

Original Intent 

Since the founders knew the public health powers of the colonies, which were 
retained when they declared independence from England, it is clear that the 
constitution intends the state police powers to be broad 

                                                 
4  Argument of counsel in Smith v. Turner, 48 U.S. (7 How.) 283, 340-41 (1849) 
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Public Health as the First Administrative Law 

Public health service hospitals and quarantine stations 

The public health service act was among the first laws passed by Congress.  It 
dealt with the health of sailors and the inspection and quarantine of ships entering 
US waters. 

State and Local Government 

Public health was one of the first governmental functions 

Boards of Health are among the first government agencies 

Paul Revere served on the Boston Board of Health.5 

Judicial deference to agencies 

The courts, not surprisingly, tended to defer to the public health authorities - what 
judge wanted to be known as the one who kept the health officer from doing his 
duty and controlling the epidemic? 

Even in modern cases in other areas of law, the courts are more deferential when 
there is a clear and present threat to public health and safety. 

The Scope of Administrative Law 

Governmental Organization and Function 

Administrative law controls much of the organization and internal function of 
government agencies, including the courts and the police, and to a less extent the 
legislature. This is beyond the scope of this presentation. 

Civil Enforcement and Adjudications 

The enforcement of laws that do not lead to criminal prosecution and punishment. 
Food sanitation rules are enforced by health departments and violators can be 
fined or shut down.  If there is an allegation of a crime related to food sanitation, 
such as intentionally adulterating food, then this must be investigated and 
prosecuted by the police using criminal law standards, not administrative law 
standards. 

                                                 
5 Forbes, Paul Revere And The World He Lived In, 76-77 (1942 
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Standard Setting and Rulemaking 

Agencies use their special expertise to develop rules and technical standards that 
are binding as law.  An example would be restaurant inspection standards.  

Investigation, Reporting, and Consultation 

Agencies can investigate and prepare reports, and provide advice and assistance to 
individuals and to other agencies.   

These last three are core public health agency functions 

Some agencies do all three, but some do not.  For example, the CDC's main role is 
to advise state health departments and collect and analyze public health 
information.  Its enforcement and rulemaking roll is very limited, and while it 
does recommend standards, they do not become law until adopted by other state 
or federal agencies. 

Public Health and Separation of Powers 

The federal and state governments are divided into three branches: 

Legislature 

Courts 

Executive Branch 

Executive Branch Agencies 

Agencies that do enforcement or rulemaking must be in the executive branch.  
Public health agencies are classic executive branch agencies at both the state and 
federal levels. 

Independent Agencies 

These are agencies that are technically in the executive branch but which are run 
by directors or boards that are not directly answerable to the executive.  At the 
federal level, the SEC is an independent agency.  At the state level, some states 
and local governments have boards of health that try to protect the health 
department from political influence. 

State Law Separation of Power Issues 

Most states do not have a single executive branch.  Instead they have several, each 
headed by an independently elected official.  For example, most states elect an 
attorney general who runs the state legal office and a governor who runs other 
agencies.  The governor cannot tell the attorney general what to do, which can be 
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very problematic if the governor must depend on the attorney general for legal 
services.  Many states also elect state auditors, insurance commissioners, and 
other state wide offices. 

State and health departments are either run by a board of health or the governor's 
office.  In some states the board of health is not directly controlled by the 
governor. 

In states where only the Attorney General can provide legal services, the health 
department, which is under the governor or a board of health, cannot make its 
own legal decisions or appear in court unless the attorney general's office 
approves and provides counsel. 

The Political Control of Agencies 

Agencies carry out political policy 

Agencies are the mechanism by which political decisions are carried out.  The 
fundamental control over agency actions is through the election of the official that 
oversees the agency.  Political control is exercised by the head of the executive 
branch giving orders to the agency director or replacing the agency director. 

Independent agencies 

Legislatures may insulate agencies from direct political action by having them 
answer to a board or commission that is appointed by the executive. The members 
of this board have fixed terms and can only be replaced when their term expires.  
This limits the political pressure the executive can put on the agency.  At the 
federal level, the Securities and Exchange Commission is an independent agency.  
Some state and local health officers work for a board of health that provides 
greater or lesser protection from political influence. 

Legislative control 

Agencies may be part of the executive branch, but they are funded and authorized 
by the legislature.  The legislature can direct agencies to carry out actions through 
statute or funding, and legislatures can block agency actions by statutory or 
funding changes.  Even independent agencies such as health departments under 
boards of health are under the control of the legislature. 

What does this mean for judicial review? 

As long as an agency is operating within its enabling law and the constitution, 
courts defer to the agency because it is carrying out legislative goals.  The courts 
often remind persons who are challenging agency actions that the proper way to 
change agency behavior is through the legislature. 
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Responsible Political Control 

Public health agencies face two critical political threats.  First, is the pressure to 
change public health policy to satisfy political agendas that are not based on good 
public health principles.  At one time, health departments faced pressure to use 
public health powers to carry out racially discriminatory policies.  A current 
example is the refusal of many states to do proper contact tracing and reporting of 
HIV because of the lobbying by privacy advocates.  

The second threat is more insidious and pervasive - the pressure by the executive 
and the legislature to keep public health problems out of the news and to reassure 
the public that everything is fine.  This reduces pressure to raise taxes or divert 
money from other areas to pay for public health services.  Even when health 
directors know that they are unable to deal with critical problems, such as 
responding to emergencies, they know that raising these issues will often cost 
them their jobs.6 

Traditional Public Health Authority 

The General Grant of Power 

All states, through legislation or the state constitution, gave their original health 
officers the general power to use their discretion to protect the public's health and 
safety.  These were general grants of authority to protect the public health, with 
more specific public health laws evolving over time. The first comprehensive 
public health law was proposed by the Shattuck Report on Boston's Health Status 
in 1850. 

Exercised by a health officer and/or Board of Health 

The health officer would do what was necessary to deal with public health 
problems.  Boards of health are quasi-legislative bodies that make public health 
policy decisions and oversee the health officer to insulate the health officer from 
political influence. 

The Courts deferred to the health officer's expertise 

This is the core principle of administrative law - an agency is given broad powers 
and is expected to use its expertise to tailor those powers to the situation at hand. 
The more detailed the statutory guidance, the more limited the agency's 
discretion. 

Someone contesting the agency's action must show that it is arbitrary or 
capricious, or is a sham designed to use public health powers for improper 

                                                 
6 Institute of Medicine, 1988. The Future of Public Health. National Academy Press: Washington, DC. 
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purposes.  The petitioner is not allowed to second guess the policy decisions 
behind the agency's actions.7 

The classic smallpox vaccination case was decided on the issue of whether an 
aggrieved citizen could challenge the board of health's policy decision to require 
smallpox vaccinations.8 

Modern Administrative and Public Health Law 

As government has evolved since the early constitutional period, there has been a 
shift from general grants of authority to more specific laws and regulations, as 
discussed later.  However, the foundation of administrative law remains the right 
of agencies to do specific enforcement and make specific regulations based on 
general grants of legal authority.9 

Why Do the Courts Accept General Powers? 

Efficiency 

It is beyond the ability of the legislature to spell out everything necessary to 
protect the public health. 

Flexibility 

It is impossible to anticipate every threat to the public health.  Laws that try to 
specify emergency actions with detailed provisions often cause more problems in 
enforcement than laws with more general provisions.10 

Speed 

Public health threats demand quick action, which is impossible if you have to pass 
a law to address a new threat. 

The Delegation Doctrine 

An important historical reason for accepting general powers was the belief by 
many courts that the legislature could not delegate the right to make rules to an 
agency.  While this has been rejected, it left early courts with the choice of 

                                                 
7 City of New York v New St. Mark's Baths, 130 Misc. 2d 911, 497 N.Y.S.2d 979 (1986) - 
http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/cases/stds/St_marks_I.htm 
8 Jacobson v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11 (1905) -  
http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/cases/vaccines/Jacobson_v_Massachusetts_brief.htm 
9 Chevron U. S. A. Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, 467 U.S. 837 (1984) - 
http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/cases/adlaw/chevron_v_nrdc.htm 
10 http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/blaw/bt/MSEHPA_review.htm 
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requiring a specific law by the legislature on everything, which was impossible, or 
letting the agencies use general authority. 

Do Health Departments Still Have General Powers? 

United States Supreme Court 

The United States Supreme Court has never limited the state's right to use general 
powers in public health unless those are a sham to evade other constitutional 
protections.11 

State Courts 

Unless the legislature has passed laws limiting the health department's use of 
general powers, the state courts have generally not interfered with the use of 
general powers.  This is especially true for classic public health enforcement 
involving clear and immediate threats to health.  

State and Local Legislatures 

Many state legislatures have been successfully lobbied to limit the general powers 
of health departments, especially in communicable disease control.  These can 
make public health actions difficult, but can be changed since they are not 
constitutional limitations.  Many provisions of the model emergency health 
powers act are just restoring powers health departments had before they were 
limited in the 1980s and 1990s. 

Bad Fish on the Side of the Road 

The introductory example of the abandoned fish trailer is an example of a 
problem that could not have been anticipated by the legislature.  

Due Process in Public Health12 

When do you get a hearing? 

The core due process requirement in the US legal system is the chance to tell your 
side of the story to a neutral decisionmaker.  This need not be a judge in court, 
however.  In many cases the right to be heard is satisfied by an administrative 
hearing at the agency level, which can only be reviewed by the court if the agency 
acts arbitrarily or capriciously.  The key issue is when you get the hearing: before 

                                                 
11 Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356 (1886) - regulations that applied different standards to Chinese 
owned laundries were stuck down. 
12 Richards EP. The jurisprudence of prevention: society’s right of self-defense against dangerous 
individuals. Hastings Constitutional Law Quarterly 1989;16:329–92. 
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the health department acts or after?  Research shows that pre-action hearings can 
make it difficult for agencies to take action and make those actions much more 
expensive. 

Classic Food Sanitation Case - North American Cold Storage Co. v. City of Chicago, 
211 U.S. 306 (1908) 

City health officials seized 47 barrels of chicken that they claimed had become 
putrid.  They did not give the owners of the cold storage plant a hearing before the 
seizure and they refused to pay the value of the chicken. 

Is there a Constitutional Right to a Hearing before the Health Department Acts? 

The United States Supreme Court said there is no constitutional right to a due 
process hearing before the state acts against a public health threat.13  If the 
defendants believed that the health department acted improperly they could 
challenge the action later in court, and if they won they could get compensation. 

Is this a taking - Must the state pay for the chicken? 

The Constitution has specific provisions requiring that property owners be 
compensated if property is taken for public purpose.  This has been the subject of 
bitter litigation in land use cases where the owners claim that the restrictions on 
the use of their land, such as bans on the development of wet lands, are a taking.  
In the public health context, if property threatens the public, it can be destroyed 
without compensation.14  This can either been seen as a right to destroy dangerous 
property, or a determination that dangerous property has no value. 

Injunctions 

In many cases health departments will ask the courts to order someone to comply 
with a public health order or to cease and desist from an activity that endangers 
the public health.  This is done through injunction proceeding.  The court may 
grant an emergency injunction without hearing from the opposing party, but if it 
does, it will schedule a hearing as soon as possible to allow the party to be heard.  
The advantage of injunctions is that the court can use its power to hold persons in 
contempt to force them to comply with the order. 

                                                 
13 North American Cold Storage Co. v. City of Chicago, 211 U.S. 306 (1908) - 
http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/cases/food/north_american_cold_storage_brief.htm 
14 Raynor v. Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene, 676 A.2d 978, 110 Md.App. 165 
(Md.Sp.App. 1996) - http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/cases/dogs/raynor.htm 
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The United States Supreme Court Takes a Short Detour 

Termination of Welfare Benefits - Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970)15 

Many advocates and legal scholars oppose the use of public health 
decisionmaking and want all public health actions reviewed by the courts before 
the agency can act.  They point to this case as evidence that the United States 
Supreme Court no longer accepts public health actions without a prior hearing.  
The plaintiff in Goldberg demanded a hearing and due process protections before 
the state could terminate her welfare benefits. She claimed that she needed special 
protections because she would be hurt so badly by the termination that a post-
termination hearing would deprive her of her right to be heard. 

Goldberg Rights 

The United States Supreme Court found for the plaintiff and required the 
government to give her a hearing before the benefits were terminated, and set out 
certain rights for persons in such hearings.  These included the right to present 
oral testimony and to present witnesses. 

Over extending Goldberg 

While this is not a public health case, many lawyers have read it as extending the 
right of a hearing to general public health orders. 

Limiting Goldberg 

In Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319 (1976),16 the United States Supreme Court 
limited Goldberg to its facts and allowed the termination of social security 
disability benefits without a pre-termination hearing. The court used a classic 
public health cost benefit analysis, focusing on whether the extra cost of the 
hearing increased the accuracy of the decision and changed the outcomes often 
enough to be worth doing.  In almost all public health cases this test will be 
satisfied by a post-action hearing. 

The court has extended the Mathews analysis in subsequent cases.  While not 
overruling Goldberg, the court makes it clear that Goldberg is limited to its facts. 
With the subsequent revisions in the welfare laws to abolish the entitlement to 
welfare, it is not clear that Goldberg would even be applied in modern welfare 
cases. 

                                                 
15 http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/cases/adlaw/goldberg.htm 
16 http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/cases/adlaw/mathews.htm 
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What if You are Locking Up People? 

Public Health Orders against People 

There are several types of modern public health orders against persons.17  Some 
orders restrict the occupations that a person can practice, such as preventing 
typhoid carriers from working in food handling, persons with Hanson's Disease 
from working in child care, or persons with HIV from working as prostitutes.  
Public health orders can require people to be tested for communicable diseases, to 
be treated for communicable diseases, or, if treatment is not sufficient or the 
person refuses treatment, to be confined so that they do not spread disease.  
Tuberculosis probably accounts for most of the orders to test, treat, or confine.18  
Concerns about bioterrorism have raised questions about the use of mass 
quarantine and isolation orders, as was done in Canada and Asia for the control of 
SARS. 

Must there be a hearing first? 

The classic case upheld the detention of prostitutes for STI testing19 after they had 
been arrested on criminal charges.  The federal court upheld this order as a proper 
exercise of public health powers and did not require a pre-detention hearing.  
Once the prostitutes were tested or treated, they were released. More generally, 
the courts have found that the constitution does not require pre-detention hearings 
on disease control orders unless mandated by specific laws. 

Must there be a statutory provision for a hearing? 

Many state laws have been criticized for not proving specific provisions for due 
process hearings on disease control orders that allow the detention of individuals.  
Specific due process provisions are not necessary for a detained person to demand 
a hearing.  The US Constitution provides for the writ of habeas corpus, the right 
of every person detained by government for whatever purpose to have to be 
brought before a judge and be allowed to contest the legality of the detention.  
While there is an ongoing controversy whether this right can be suspended and 
when it applies to foreigners, there is no question that it applies to all public 
health orders. While a person is entitled to a habeas corpus hearing, there is no 
right to bail for public health detentions because that would undermine the 

                                                 
17 Richards, EP and Rathbun KC, "The Role of the Police Power in 21st Century Public Health," Journal of 
Sexually Transmitted Diseases, 1999;26( 6):350-7.  
18 In re Halko, 246 Cal. App. 2d 553, 54 Cal. Rptr. 661 (Cal.App.Dist.2 1966) - 
http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/cases/disease_control/In_re_Halko.htm 
19 Reynolds v. McNichols, 488 F.2d 1378 (10th Cir. 1973) - 
http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/cases/STDs/reynolds_v_mcnichols.htm 
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purpose of the detention.20 

Limiting Judicial Review 

Outside of criminal law and takings and certain other areas protected by the US 
Constitution, the Constitution allows Congress to set the standard for judicial 
review of administrative actions.  Congress can allow the courts to decide cases 
de novo, meaning the court can ignore the agency findings.  Congress can also 
allow certain administrative actions to be done without review by the courts.  For 
example, the determination of smallpox compensation awards by the secretary of 
HHS cannot be appealed to the courts.  This legislative power to limit review can 
also be used to require persons seeking habeas corpus review of detention orders 
to submit to an administrative agency review of their claims before they can talk 
to a judge.21 

Getting Specific - Why Make Regulations? 

Delegated legislative power 

Public health agencies can make rules if they are authorized by the legislature.  
While rulemaking is important in public health, many agencies, such as the CDC, 
have limited or no authority to make rules.  These agencies either do not do 
enforcement or enforcement statutes or rules made by other agencies. 

Regulations give direction to regulated parties 

While general powers are valuable to dealing with unexpected events, they give 
little direction to people engaged in routine activities such as running restaurants.  
By adopting standards such as food sanitation code, the health department can 
give detailed guidance on how to prepare and serve food safely 

Regulations allow public participation 

Regulations are usually published before they become effective and the public is 
allowed to comment on them. In the federal system, there is no right to a hearing 
on a rule unless specifically required by Congress.  All comments must be made 
in writing.  Some states require that the agency have a hearing and allow oral 
testimony on rules if requested by a certain number of persons.  Public comment 
is important for regulations that raise difficult public policy issues, such as 
whether volunteer organizations such as churches have to meet the same sanitary 
regulations as businesses.  If an agency does not comply with the statutory 

                                                 
20 Pauline Varholy v. Rex Sweat, 15 So. 2d 267, 153 Fla. 571 (1943) - 
http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/cases/pp/varholy.htm 
21 Richards EP, Rathbun KC. Making state public health laws work for SARS outbreaks. Emerg Infect Dis 
Feb 2004. In appendix to this article. 
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requirements for promulgating regulations, the court can suspend the regulation 
until it has been properly promulgated.22 

Regulations harmonize practices between jurisdictions 

While most public health enforcement is local or state based, businesses operate 
across many jurisdictions and need consistent standards.  It is also important that 
public health standards reflect best practices.  By adopting national standards, 
health departments across the country assure best practices and make it easier for 
national businesses to operate  

Limiting Issues if there is Judicial Review 

Once a regulation has been properly issued, its validity cannot be challenged in 
court.  This allows an agency to limit the grounds for challenging an agency 
action.23  For example, once the standards for food inspection are adopted, a 
restaurant cannot litigate the proper temperature for keeping food cold or whether 
their alternative dishwashing method is acceptable if these are specified in the 
rules.  Challenges to the rule must be made when the rule is promulgated, not in 
later litigation challenging the enforcement of the rule. Challenges to the agency's 
legal authority to make the rule or the constitutionality of the rule can be made at 
anytime since the rule cannot be valid if the agency does not have the power to 
issue it. 

When Agencies Make Decisions - Adjudications 

How is an adjudication different from a rule? 

Adjudications resolve issues for specific parties and are like court trials.  Rules 
are like statutes and apply to everyone.  Since there is generally an individual’s 
right to be heard as part of an adjudication, but not during a rulemaking, the 
courts have set up standards to deciding which is which.  If the proceeding applies 
to all parties in the same situations, then it is a rulemaking and there is no right to 
a hearing.24 If the proceeding depends on specific information about the party and 
applies only to that party, then it is an adjudication and requires a hearing.25  

Expert Decisionmakers 
                                                 
22 Chocolate Manufacturers Assoc. of the United States, Appellant, v. John R. Block, Sec. U.S. Dept. of 
Agriculture; Samuel J. Cornelius, Administrator, Food and Nutrition Service and U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, 755 F.2d 1098 (1985). 
23 Heckler v. Campbell, 461 US 458 (1983). 
24 Bi-Metallic Investment Co. v. State Board of Equalization of Colorado, 239 U.S. 441, 36 S. Ct. 141, 60 
L. Ed. 372 (1915) - http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/cases/adlaw/Bi-Metallic.htm 
25 Londoner v. City and County of Denver, 210 U.S. 373, 28 S. Ct. 708, 52 L. Ed. 1103 (1908)  - 
http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/cases/adlaw/Londoner.htm 
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In contrast with court trials, where the judge is not supposed to know about facts 
being decided, agency decisionmakers are generally selected to have expertise in 
the subject being decided so that they can make more accurate decisions. 

Uniform Policy 

In most situations the administrative judge or hearing officer in an adjudication 
does not make the final ruling but makes recommendations to the agency director 
who makes the final decision.  This allows the agency to make sure that all cases 
involving similar facts are decided the same way. This is especially important for 
large federal agencies which may decide hundreds of thousands of cases all over 
the US.  In contrast, courts make decisions solely on the case before them, 
without reference to effect on other cases or on society in general, and often reach 
very different decisions on cases involving similar facts. 

Conflict of Interests? 

Many people worry that agencies are biased against regulated parties and do not 
give them a fair hearing.  While the courts usually reject these claims of agency 
bias,  some states have taken the adjudication powers away from the agency and 
put it in a central panel of administrative judges to reduce bias claims. 
Unfortunately, in many cases this gives up the benefit of having the cases decided 
by expert decisionmakers. 

Permits and Licenses 

Permits 

The right to do something once, such as the building permit for a new restaurant. 

Licenses 

Allows an ongoing activity, such as a license for running a restaurant. 

Issued on Set Criteria 

If you meet the standards, you get the permit or license.  This allows for planning 
by businesses because they know what standards they must meet.  This is much 
more efficient for the agency than allowing a business to open without review by 
the agency and only allowing the agency to close the business if it can prove it is 
not complying with the standards. 

Conditioned on accepting enforcement standards 

To get a license or permit you must agree to abide by the regulations of that 
business, to allow inspections of your business without notice or a warrant, and to 
keep records as required to show that you are in compliance with the appropriate 
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rules.  For example, a restaurant is subject to inspection during normal business 
hours without a warrant.  If the restaurant does not allow the inspector to enter, 
then it can be closed.  Agencies have access to records that are maintained as a 
condition of the license or permit, without having to get a subpoena or court 
order.  This can be very important when tracing a food borne illness outbreak or a 
batch of bad prescription drugs. 

Inspections 

Legally classified as an adjudication 

The inspector is the judge and investigator.  The party being inspected may 
accompany the inspector and present his side of the case during the inspection.  
The party is given a written report outlining problems and may appeal an adverse 
determination, such as a restaurant closing, to an administrative body or the 
courts. 

License and permit holders 

If you refuse inspection, you are shut down. 

Administrative warrants 

Health departments often conduct public health inspections of private residences 
and businesses that do not have health department permits.  These may be fire 
inspections, rat inspections, or other general health and safety inspections.  While 
these inspections were traditionally done without a warrant,26 the United States 
Supreme Court now requires a general or area warrant if the owner objects to the 
inspection.27 These warrants do not require probable cause or specific 
information, but are based on general criteria such as periodic inspection 
timetables.  If an inspector is refused entry, the usual procedure is to seek a court 
order requiring compliance with the inspection.  If the owner does not comply 
with the court order, the court can impose contempt sanctions. 

Limits to administrative warrants 

Administrative warrants cannot be used as a substitute for a criminal due process 
warrant. This is an important issue in joint public health/law enforcement 
investigations.  The courts have carved out certain exceptions for closely 
regulated business that allows prosecution for information gained through 

                                                 
26 Frank v. Maryland, 359 U.S. 360 (1959) - 
http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/cases/searches/frank_v_maryland.htm 
27 See v. Seattle, 387 U.S. 541, 18 L. Ed. 2d 943, 87 S. Ct. 1737 (1967) and Camara V. Municipal Court 
City And County, 387 U.S. 523, 87 S. Ct. 1727, 18 L. Ed. 2d 930 (1967),  Generally, see: 
http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/cases/searches/index.htm 
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administrative searches, but these exceptions are limited.28 

Appealing an Adjudication 

Agency review 

In most cases, the first appeal is to the agency, not to the courts, and is often done 
in writing.  The review can also be to a political body, such as the appeal of food 
sanitation citations to the city counsel. 

Exhaustion of remedies 

State and federal courts require persons who want to contest agency actions to go 
though the agency review process before they can go to court. This saves the 
court's time and gives it a better record to review. 

The agency is not bound by the recommendations 

The agency does not need to defer to the inspector or the administrative judge, it 
can overrule them as long as it explains why. 

Judicial review 

Agency decisions can be reviewed by the courts according to the standards set by 
the legislature. If the regulated party believes that the action violates the 
Constitution or is not authorized by law, she may appeal directly to the courts. For 
example, there have been many challenges to rules banning smoking in 
restaurants, claiming that the health department does not have the authority to 
issue the rule. If the court rejects the constitutional challenge, the person has 
usually waived the agency appeal because she went to court before exhausting the 
agency process.  

The Advisory and Consultative Role 

Public health is about prevention as well as enforcement 

Public health agencies, with the CDC as a prime example, provide public 
information to help prevent dangerous conditions. 

Opening a new restaurant 

The health department can help assure that the plans will meet the sanitation code. 
This is very important for small businesses which are new to food handling. 

                                                 
28 New York v. Burger, 482 U.S. 691 (1987) - http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/cases/searches/burger.htm 
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Training kitchen personnel 

The health department can help the employer train personnel who will be 
handling food, and can work with them to help understand the sanitary code 
requirements. 

Managing problems 

While the health department is often seen as an outsider that closes restaurants 
when it finds a problem, the health department has an important role in helping 
the restaurateur manage problems to protect the public and to protect the 
restaurant from closure or from legal claims that will result if a patron is injured 
by bad food.  This is especially important when there is a risk a communicable 
diseases such as typhoid or hepatitis A being spread in the workplace by an 
infected employee.  

Acting in an Emergency 

Power expands with necessity 

Starting in the colonial period, the courts have made it clear that agency power is 
greatest when it is dealing with imminent threats to the public health and safety, 
and the more people who could be affected, the greater the power to avoid harm. 

Courts do not block emergency actions 

The history of public health jurisprudence is one of courts finding reasons to 
support emergency public health actions, not one of preventing action unless it is 
specifically authorized by law. 

In cases where public health actions have been attacked as contrary to other laws, 
such as federal laws regulating interstate commerce, the courts have found the 
public health actions valid, as long as they were not shams.29 

Knowing what to do is more important than the law 

Just as the courts will not interfere with emergency actions, nor will having 
elaborate emergency laws substitute for good public health planning and adequate 
resources to carry out the plans.  Many states have passed new emergency powers 
laws to address bioterrorism, but few have increased public health department 
personnel and resources.  In many cases, health departments must sign onto plans 
that they cannot carry out. 

                                                 
29  Compagnie Francaise de Navigation a Vapeur v. Board of Health of State of Louisiana, 186 U.S. 380 
(1902) - http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/cases/pp/compagnie.htm 
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Law matters a month after 

While law will not stand in the way of public health action if the health 
department is courageous and knows what it is doing, law is important in sorting 
out the claims that always arise after a major event.  What is most important is not 
letting fear of the law lead to bad public health decisions, and in not passing new 
laws that inadvertently increase liability by setting up procedural requirements 
that cannot be satisfied in an emergency. 
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Appendix 2 

Selected Public Health Law Cases 

Administrative Searches - US Supreme Court Cases 
General Auto Checkpoints Violate 4th Amendment - City of Indianapolis v. 
Edmond, 531 U.S. 32 (2000) 

Administrative inspections can support criminal convictions in "closely regulated" 
industries - New York v. Burger, 482 U.S. 691 (1987) 

Customs Agents Can Search Ships in Commerce Without A Warrant - United 
States v. Villamonte-Marquez, 462 U.S. 579 (1983) 

The Supreme Court Allows Area Warrants - Camara V. Municipal Court City 
And County, 387 U.S. 523, 87 S. Ct. 1727, 18 L. Ed. 2d 930 (1967) 

SC Extends Area Warrant Requirement to Commercial Businesses - See v. 
Seattle, 387 U.S. 541, 18 L. Ed. 2d 943, 87 S. Ct. 1737 (1967) 

SC Upholds Conviction for Resisting Warrantless Administrative Search - 
Modified by See and Camara - Frank v. Maryland, 359 U.S. 360 (1959) 

Administrative Searches - State Cases 
The McReady Trilogy - Standards for inspection warrants - municipal court 
cannot issue area warrants - City of Seattle v. McCready, 123 Wash. 2d 260, 868 
P.2d 134 (Wa. 02-24-1994) - McCready I; Tenants can consent to administrative 
searches - City of Seattle v. McCready, 124 Wash. 2d 300, 877 P.2d 686 (Wa. 08-
04-1994) - McCready II; Landlords cannot recover attorney's fees for constesting 
area warrants - City of Seattle v. McCready, 931 P.2d 156, 131 Wash.2d 266 
(Wash. 1997) - McReady III 

Traffic Stops and Public Health and Safety - Commonwealth v. Rodriguez, 430 
Mass. 577, 722 N.E.2d 429 (Mass. 2000) 

Animal Control 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Nonfatal Dog Bite-Related Injuries 
Treated in Hospital Emergency Departments - United States, 2001. MMWR 
2003;52:605-610. 

Dogs are property but can be destroyed if running loose - Altman v. City of High 
Point, 330 F.3d 194 (4th Cir.(N.C.) 2003) 

No emotional damages for witnessing injury to a dog - Rabideau v. City of 
Racine, 243 Wis.2d 486, 627 N.W.2d 795 (Wi 2001) 

Are Leash Laws Strict Liability Statutes? - Egenreither v. Carter, 23 S.W.3d 641 
(Mo.App. E.D. 2000) 

Brief - The Reasonable Dog Standard for Dog Bite Cases - Kirkham v. Will, 311 
Ill.App.3d 787, 724 N.E.2d 1062, 244 Ill.Dec. 174 (Ill.App. 2000) 

Brief - Criminal Liability for a Bad Dog - State v. Bash, 925 P.2d 978, 130 
Wash.2d 594 (Wash. 11-07-1996) 
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Destroying an aminal for rabies testing is not a taking - Raynor v. Maryland 
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene, 676 A.2d 978, 110 Md.App. 165 
(Md.Sp.App. 1996) (ferret) 

Food Law 

Reports 
Diagnosis and Management of Foodborne Illnesses: A Primer for Physicians and 
Other Health Care Professionals - April 16, 2004/Vol. 53/No. RR-4 (file size 487 
KB) 

FOOD SAFETY FDA's Imported Seafood Safety Program Shows Some Progress, 
but Further Improvements Are Needed GAO-04-246 - January 2004 

Cases 
Oyster Cases - Louisiana Holds State Liable for Not Enforcing Sanitary Code for 
Oysters - Gregor v. Argenot Great Central Insurance Co., 851 So.2d 959 (La. 
2003); No liability for warning physicians and not the public about bad oysters - 
Simeon v. Doe, 618 So.2d 848 (La. 05-24-1993), also see: Does the state have a 
duty to warn about bad oysters? - Winstead v. Ed's Live Catfish & Seafood, Inc., 
554 So.2d 1237 (La.App. 1 Cir. 1989) 

McFat Litigation Trilogy - Brief - NY Dismisses First Fat Food Lawsuit - Pelman 
v. McDonald's Corp - S.D. NY (2003) 

Pelman v. McDonald's Corp - S.D. NY dismisses first Fat Food Lawsuit. 

Executive of food processor found guilty under strict liability for selling 
unsanitary food - United States v. Park, 421 U.S. 658 (1975) 

Meat and Poultry: Better USDA Oversight and Enforcement of Safety Rules 
Needed to Reduce Risk of Foodborne Illnesses. GAO-02-902, August 30. 

Pearl in an oyster is not evidence of negligence - Porteous v. Cafe, 713 So.2d 454 
(La. 1998) 

Is there a Duty to warn about bad oysters? - Simeon v. Doe, 618 So.2d 848 (La. 
1993), also see Does the state have a duty to warn about bad oysters? - Winstead 
v. Ed's Live Catfish & Seafood, Inc., 554 So.2d 1237 (La.App. 1 Cir. 1989) 

Punitive Damages for Food Poisoning - Averitt v. Southland Motor Inn of 
Oklahoma, 720 F.2d 1178 (10th Cir. 11-07-1983) 

The Establishment Clause and the State Regulation of Religious Food - Commack 
Self-Service Kosher Meats, Inc. v. Rubin, 106 F.Supp.2d 445 (E.D.N.Y. 2000) 

Can the DOA use HACCP to Inspect Meet Processors - Supreme Beef Processors, 
Inc. v. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 113 F.Supp.2d 1048 (N.D.Tex., May 25, 2000) - 
5th Circuit upholds lower circuit - Court Rejects Bacterial Testing on Processed 
Meat - Supreme Beef Processors, Inc. v. United States Dept. of Agriculture, 275 
F.3d 432 (5th Cir. 2001), Nebraska court follows ruling, rejected authority to 
close meat processing plants based on bacterial testing - 
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Emotional distress (denied) from insect in canned food - Ford v. Aldi, Inc., 832 
S.W.2d 1 (Mo.App. W.D. 1992) 

The Classic Case of Destruction of Bad Food without a Hearing - North American 
Cold Storage Co. v. City of Chicago, 211 U.S. 306 (1908) 

Habeas Corpus 
Classic case up holding health hold orders detaining prostitutes - Reynolds v. 
McNichols, 488 F.2d 1378 (10th Cir. 1973) 

Classic TB restriction case - In re Halko, 246 Cal. App. 2d 553, 54 Cal. Rptr. 661 
(Cal.App.Dist.2 11-18-1966) 

Court denies habeas corpus on tuberculosis patient - Moore v. Draper, 57 So.2d 
648 (Fla. 1952) 

Court explains habeas corpus review in public health detentions and denies bail - 
Pauline Varholy v. Rex Sweat, 15 So. 2d 267, 153 Fla. 571 (1943) 

Can Habeas Corpus be Suspended - Ex Parte Milligan, 71 U.S. 2 (1866) 

Land Use 
Classic USSC case on public health rationale for zoning - Village of Euclid, Ohio 
v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365, 47 S.Ct. 114, 71 L.Ed. 303, 54 A.L.R. 1016 
(1926) 

Mass Gatherings and Public Events 
Supreme Court Allows Content Neutral Regulation of Mass Gatherings - Thomas 
v. Chicago Park Dist., No. 00-1249 (U.S. 01-15-2002) 

Standing to Contest Future Controls on Mass Gatherings - Park v. Forest Service 
of the United States, 205 F.3d 1034 (8th Cir. 03-03-2000) 

Must Regulations of Mass Gatherings be the Least Intrusive? - Ward v. Rock 
Against Racism, 491 U.S. 781 (1989) 

Municipal Mass Gathering Permits - Coalition for the Abolition of Marijuana 
Prohibition v. City of Atlanta, No. 99-11385 (11th Cir. 2000) 

The Rainbow People v. The National Forests - U.S. v. Kalb 86 F.Supp.2d 509 
(W.D.Pa. 2000) 

Police Powers 
Court Reiterates that Treaties Can Expand the Power of Congress - U.S. v. Lara, -
-- S.Ct. ----, 124 S.Ct. 1628, (2004) 

Supreme Court Upholds Sex Offender Notification as a Public Health Law - 
Smith v. Doe, 538 U.S. 84 (2003) 

City may prohibit live sex shows - State v. Mutschler, 204 Ariz. 520, 65 P.3d 469 
(Ariz.App. Div. 1 2003) 

Dogs are property but can be destroyed if running loose - Altman v. City of High 
Point, N.C., 330 F.3d 194 (4th Cir.(N.C.) 2003) 
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Cir Court Upholds Injunction to Stop West Nile Spraying but Allows Underlying 
Claim to Continue - No Spray Coalition, Inc. v. City of New York, 252 F.3d 148 
(2d Cir. 2001) - later case - Cir Court Rules Citizen Suit against Mosquito 
Spraying can continue under Clean Water Act - No Spray Coalition, Inc. v. City 
of New York, 351 F.3d 602 (2d Cir. 2003) 

Health and Safety Regulations Upheld for Abortion Clinics - Greenville Women's 
Clinic v. Bryant, 222 F.3d 157 (4th Cir.(S.C.) 2000), including allowing the 
review of patient medical records by state inspectors. 

Court upholds temporary detention of DUI suspects - State v. Atkinson, 755 
So.2d 842, 755 So.2d 842 (Fla.App. 2000) 

Supreme Court allows city to bar public nudity in clubs - City of Erie v. Pap's 
A.M., 529 U.S. 277 (2000) 

Brief - Police Powers and Sexual Predator Laws - Kansas v. Hendricks, 521 U.S. 
346 (1997) 

State may regulate nude dancing - Barnes v. Glen Theatre, Inc., 501 U.S. 560 
(1991) 

USSC Upholds Public Heath Reporting - Whalen v. Roe, 429 US 589 (1977) 

Classic case up holding health hold orders detaining prostitutes - Reynolds v. 
McNichols, 488 F.2d 1378 (10th Cir. 1973) 

The Bill of Rights is not a Suicide Pact - Kennedy v. Mendoza-Martinez, 372 U.S. 
144 (1963) 

Classic case upholding broad public authority and floridation of water - Kaul v. 
City of Chehalis, 45 Wash. 2d 616, 277 P.2d 352 (Wa. 1954) 

Court denies habeas corpus on tuberculosis patient - Moore v. Draper, 57 So.2d 
648 (Fla. 1952) 

Court explains habeas corpus review in public health detentions and denies bail - 
Pauline Varholy v. Rex Sweat, 15 So. 2d 267, 153 Fla. 571 (1943) 

Supreme Court Upholds Detention of Japanese Americans - Korematsu v. United 
States, 323 U.S. 214, 65 S. Ct. 193, 89 L. Ed. 194 (1944) - Companion case to 
Korematsu- Hirabayashi v. United States, 320 U.S. 81, 95, 63 S.Ct. 1375, 1383, 
87 L.Ed. 1774 (1943) - Court Reverses Korematsu Conviction - Korematsu v. 
U.S., 584 F.Supp. 1406, 16 Fed. R. Evid. Serv. 1231 (N.D.Cal. Apr 19, 1984) 

Public Health Regulation Trumps Trade Secrets - Corn Products Co. v. Eddy, 249 
U.S. 427 (1919) 

The Classic Case of Destruction of Bad Food without a Hearing - North American 
Cold Storage Co. v. City of Chicago, 211 U.S. 306 (1908) 

Jacobson v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11 (1905) - Classic 
public health police power case involving the right of the state to require small 
pox vaccination. 



Public Health Law as Administrative Law - 28 - 

State May Exclude Persons From a Locale to Prevent the Spread of Disease - 
Compagnie Francaise de Navigation a Vapeur v. Board of Health of State of 
Louisiana, 186 U.S. 380 (1902) 

Public Health and Health Care In Prisons 

City not responsible for costs of emergency care for pre-trial detainees - Myrtle 
Beach Hospital, Inc. v. City of Myrtle Beach, 341 S.C. 1, 341 S.C. 1, 532 S.E.2d 
868, 532 S.E.2d 868 (S.C. 06/05/2000) 

1st Amendment and Prison Grooming Regulations - Gartrell v. Ashcroft, 191 
F.Supp.2d 23 (D.D.C. Feb 19, 2002) 

Court Defines Rights to Abortion in Prisons - Monmouth County Correctional 
Institutional Inmates v. Lanzaro, 834 F.2d 326 (3rd Cir. 03/19/1987) 

Co-Payments for Prison Medical Care - Collins v. Romer, 962 F.2d 1508 (10th 
Cir. 05/05/1992) 

Private Contractor Corporations Cannot be Sued Under Bivens (state tort 
remedies are available) - Correctional Services Corp. v. Malesko, 122 S.Ct. 515, 
534 U.S. 61 (U.S. 2001) 

Liability for Prison and Post-release Health Care - Lugo v. Senkowski, --- 
F.Supp.2d ----, 2000 WL 1456235 (N.D.N.Y. Sep 25, 2000) 

Ignoring prisoner's HIV medications can be constitutionally impermissible - 
Sullivan v. County of Pierce, 2000 WL 432368 (9th Cir (Wash) 2000) 

Duty to Treat Prisoners After Release - Wakefield v. Thompson, 177 F.3d 1160 
(9th Cir. 05-27-1999) 

Standards for Prison Physician Liability - Hathaway v. Coughlin, 99 F.3d 550 (2d 
Cir. 11-08-1996) 

Deliberate Indifference in Treatment of Transsexual Prisoner - Farmer v. 
Brennan, 511 U.S. 825 (1994) 

Standards for Prison Physician Liability - White v. Napoleon, 897 F.2d 103 (3rd 
Cir. 02-23-1990) 

Limitations on the State's Duty to Provide Services - DeShaney v. Winnebago 
Cty. Dep't of Soc. Servs., 489 U.S. 189 (1989) 

Standard for Medical Care in Prisons - Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 104 
(1976) 

Privacy 
9th Cir Limits DNA Testing of Convicts - United States v. Kincade, No. 02-
50380 (9th Cir. 10/02/2003) 

Statutory Confidentiality Protection of Research Data - Subject: Statutory 
Confidentiality Protection of Identifiable Research Data Collected with AHRQ 
Support 



Public Health Law as Administrative Law - 29 - 

Patient Can Sue Physician for Providing Information on Defective Subpoena - 
Crescenzo v. Crane, 350 N.J.Super. 531, 796 A.2d 283 (N.J.Super.App.Div. 
2002) 

Supreme Uphold Public Health Reporting - Whalen v. Roe, 429 US 589 (1977) 

Brief - Registering medical marijuana users does not violate privacy rights - 
Rollins v. Ulmer, No. S-9197 (Alaska 2000) 

Brief - Supreme Court Reviews Drug Testing of Pregnant Women - Ferguson v. 
City of Charleston, 532 U.S. 67, 121 S.Ct. 1281, 149 L.Ed.2d 205 (2001) 

EMT Liable for damages and attorney's fees for violating patient's privacy - 
Pachowitz v. Ledoux, 2003 WL 21221823 (Wis.App. May 28, 2003) 

GAO report on the use of Social Security Numbers as IDs. 

NY Restricts the Right of Parents and Guardians to Consent to Rearch on 
Children and Incompents - T.D. v. New York State Office of Mental Health, 228 
A.D.2d 95, 650 N.Y.S.2d 173, 65 USLW 2439 (N.Y.A.D. 1 Dept. 1996) 

Court Recognizes Genetic Privacy - Norman-Bloodsaw v. Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory, 135 F.3d 1260 (9th Cir. 1998) 

Brief - What is the action for a third party breach of medical confidentiality? - 
Jane Doe v. Community Health Plan-Kaiser Corp., No. 85529 (N.Y.App.Div. 
05/11/2000) 

Banning Use of Laetrile Does Not Violate Right to Privacy - People v. Privitera, 
23 Cal. 3d 697, 591 P.2d 919, 153 Cal. Rptr. 431 (Cal. 1979) 

Brief - Counties Are Persons Under the FCA and Substance Abuse Records are 
Protected from Discovery - U.S. ex rel. Chandler v. Cook County, Ill., 277 F.3d 
969 (7th Cir. 2002) 

Brief - Liability for allowing a drug salesman in an examination room - Sanchez-
Scott v. Alza Pharmaceuticals, 86 Cal.App.4th 365, 103 Cal.Rptr.2d 410 
(Cal.App. 2 Dist. 2001) 

School pregnancy test violates student's privacy rights - Gruenke v. Seip, 225 
F.3d 290 (3rd Cir. 2000) 

State Constitutional Protections for Medical Information - King v. State, No. 
S99A1490, 2000 WL 1468217 (Ga. 10-02-2000) 

State Can Limit Professor's Access to Materials on the Internet - Urofsky v. 
Gilmore, No. 98-1481 (4th Cir. 06-23-2000) 

HIV Testing without the Patient's Consent - Sierakowski v. Ryan, No. 99-2705 
(7th Cir. 08-03-2000) 

Balancing Patient Privacy and Public Health Risks to Others - Baptist Memorial 
Hosp.- Union County v. Johnson, 2000 WL 5424 (Miss 2000) 



Public Health Law as Administrative Law - 30 - 

Does the Conditional Privilege for Public Health and Safety Reporting Extend to 
Reports to Neighbors? - Schmitz v. Aston, 317 Ariz. Adv. Rep. 9, 2000 WL 
279215 (Ariz.App. Div. 1, Mar 16, 2000) 

May the state open previously closed adoption records? - Jane Does 1-7 v. State, 
No. CA A107235 (Or.App. 12-29-1999) 

Are state DNA banks constitutional? - Johnson v. Com. of Virginia, --- S.E.2d ----
, 2000 WL 432395 (Va. 2000) 

California requires psychiatrists to warn about dangerous patients - Tarasoff v. 
Regents of University of California, 17 Cal. 3d 425, 551 P.2d 334, 131 Cal. Rptr. 
14 (Cal. 07-01-1976) 

Sexually Transmitted Infections 
City may prohibit live sex shows - State v. Mutschler, 204 Ariz. 520, 65 P.3d 469 
(Ariz.App. Div. 1 2003) 

HIV Testing without the Patient's Consent - Sierakowski v. Ryan, No. 99-2705 
(7th Cir. 08-03-2000) 

HIV Carrier Must Notify Sexual Partners - People v. Jensen, 231 Mich.App. 439, 
586 N.W.2d 748 (Mich.App., Aug 28, 1998) 

Rational Basis Test - HIV as a Communicable Disease - Matter of New York 
Society Surgeons v. Axelrod, 77 N.Y.2d 677, 685, 569 N.Y.S.2d 922, 572 N.E.2d 
605 (1991) 

Temporary injunction to close a gay bathhouse. Good discussion of judicial 
deference to public health decisionmaking - City of New York v New St. Mark's 
Baths, 130 Misc. 2d 911, 497 N.Y.S.2d 979 (1986)The permanent injunction was 
issued in - New York v. New St. Mark's Baths, 168 A.D.2d 311, 562 N.Y.S.2d 
642 (N.Y. App. Div. 1st Dep't 1990) 

Case upholding NY's prostitution laws.  Interesting discussion of the history of 
prostitution laws in NY - Cherry v. Koch, 129 Misc. 2d 346, 491 N.Y.S.2d 934, 
1985 N.Y. Misc. LEXIS 3069 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1985) 

Classic case up holding health hold orders detaining prostitutes - Reynolds v. 
McNichols, 488 F.2d 1378 (10th Cir. 1973) 

Tobacco 

Reports 

Tobacco Settlement: States' Allocations of Fiscal Year 2003 and Expected Fiscal 
Year 2004 Payments. GAO-04-518, March 19. 

Tobacco Use and Public Health: Federal Efforts to Prevent and Reduce Tobacco 
Use Among Youth. GAO-04-41, November 21. 

Cases 
District Courts Upholds Federal RICO Claims Against Tobacco Companies - 
United States v. Philip Morris USA, Inc., No. 99-2496 (D.D.C. 03/17/2004) 



Public Health Law as Administrative Law - 31 - 

The Supreme Court rules that the FDA has no authority to regulate tobacco - FDA 
v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., No. 98-1152 (U.S. 03-21-2000) 

Court allows 1000 foot no tobacco sales buffer zone - Consolidated Cigar 
Corporation v. Reilly, No. 00-1107 (1st Cir. 07-17-2000) 

Supreme Court Rules Cigarette Labeling Act Preempts Some State Tort Law 
Claims - Cipollone v Liggett Group, Inc. 505 U.S. 504 (US 1992)Guide - 
Cipollone v Liggett Group, Inc. 505 U.S. 504 (US 1992) 

Court Allows Local Regulation of Tobacco Advertising - Greater New York 
Metropolitan Food Council, Inc. v. Giuliani, 195 F.3d 100 (2d Cir. 10-25-1999) 

Court Bans Local Regulation of Tobacco Advertising - Lindsey v. Tacoma-Pierce 
County Health Department, 195 F.3d 1065 (9th Cir. 11-19-1999) 

Vaccine Law 

Military Anthrax Vaccine Cases 

Court says military must get consent for anthrax vaccinations - John Doe #1 v. 
Rumsfeld, --- F.Supp.2d ----, 2003 WL 22994225 (D.D.C. Dec 22, 2003) 

Court dismisses challenge to military discipline for refusing anthrax vaccine for 
failing to exhaust military remedies - Barber v. United States Army, No. 03-1056 
(10th Cir. 12/18/2003) (not published) 

Court upholds discipline of sailors who refused anthrax vaccine - Mazares v. 
Department of the Navy, 302 F.3d 1382 (Fed. Cir. 2002) 

Military court upholds discipline of soldier who refused anthrax vaccine - United 
States v. Washington, 57 M.J. 394, 399 (C.A.A.F.2002) 

Court rejects challange to military discipline for refusing anthrax vaccine - Bates 
v. Rumsfeld, 271 F.Supp.2d 54 (D.D.C. 2002) 

Reports and Studies 

Surveillance for Safety After Immunization: Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting 
System (VAERS) - United States, 1991-2001 

The Swine Flu Affair: Decision-Making on a Slippery Disease, Richard E. 
Neustadt and Harvey V Fineberg, DHEW, 1978 

Liability for Swine Flu Vaccine - Unthank v. United States, 732 F.2d 1517 (10th 
Cir. 1984) 

Childhood Vaccines: Ensuring a Stable Supply Poses Continuing Challenges. 
GAO-02-987, September 13. 

Vaccine Cases 

Governmental Liability for Rabies Contracted by Lab Worker - Andrulonis v. 
United States, 924 F.2d 1210 (2nd Cir. 01-28-1991) 

Causation in medical malpractice cases (vaccine) - Callahan v. Cardinal Glennon 
Hosp., 863 S.W.2d 852 (Mo. 1993) 



Public Health Law as Administrative Law - 32 - 

Physician's Duty to Warn of Possible Vaccine Injuries - Tenuto v. Lederle 
Laboratories, Div. of American Cyanamid Co., 90 N.Y.2d 606, 687 N.E.2d 1300, 
665 N.Y.S.2d 17 (N.Y. 1997) 

CDC Assumes Liability for Warning of Vaccine Side-effects - Mazur v. Merck & 
Co., 964 F.2d 1348 (3rd Cir. 01-23-1992) 

Governmental Immunity and Public Health Agency Actions - Berkovitz by 
Berkovitz v. U.S., 486 U.S. 531 (1988) - Governmental liability for improperly 
certifying polio vaccine. 

Court Rejects Nurses as Learned Intermediaries for Mass Immunizations - Reyes 
v. Wyeth Laboratories, 498 F.2d 1264 (5th Cir. 07-31-1974) 

Mass Immunization Exception to the Learned Intermediary Defense - Davis v. 
Wyeth Laboratories, Inc., 399 F.2d 121 (9th Cir.(Idaho) Jan 22, 1968) 

Early Vaccine Injury Case - Cutter Incident Vaccine - Gottsdanker v. Cutter 
Laboratories, 182 Cal.App.2d 602, 6 Cal.Rptr. 320, 79 A.L.R.2d 290 (Cal.App. 1 
Dist. Jul 12, 1960) 

Jacobson v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11 (1905) - Classic 
public health police power case involving the right of the state to require small 
pox vaccination. 

Zoonosis 
Animals as products (parrot fever) - Latham v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 818 S.W.2d 
673 (Mo.App. E.D. 1991) 

 



In their article, HHS/CDC Legal Response to Outbreak
of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS),

Misrahi, et al. (1) describe the updated federal laws and
response plans for handling SARS and related communi-
cable diseases. Federal authority is important to control the
interstate and international movement of persons who are
potentially infectious, but most isolation and quarantine
orders will be performed by state and local officials, using
state and local law. We discuss how existing laws might be
modified to facilitate effective SARS control while provid-
ing legal protections to restricted persons.

Traditional Powers
The drafters of the U.S. Constitution gave states broad

powers to control communicable diseases because the
colonies were ridden with malaria, yellow fever (2),
cholera, and typhoid. States exercised these powers as nec-
essary, quarantining persons and even whole cities and
regions (3). This public health authority has been upheld by
the U.S. Supreme Court in all cases (4), except when it is
was clearly a subterfuge for racial discrimination (5), and in
1950, every state and local health department had clear
powers to conduct case-finding and isolate or quarantine
persons who represented a potential public health risk (6). 

State public health laws do not need to be detailed and
specific, but they can give public health agencies the gen-
eral authority to protect the public’s health and safety.
Consistent with the Constitution, courts allow government
agencies to fill in the details of these laws (7). Statutes do
not need specific judicial review because all detentions are
reviewable through habeas corpus proceedings. Habeas
corpus is a fundamental part of Anglo-American law, pro-
tecting persons against illegal detention. A part of the U.S.
Constitution, habeas corpus needs no additional statutory
authorization, although all states provide for it.

Persons detained by the state may file a habeas corpus
petition and demand that a court review their detention. In

the case of quarantine due to disease, a judge would deter-
mine whether the state has shown that the detained person
deserves quarantine. The judge must defer to public health
authorities on their choice of public health strategies (8).
Public health orders get the most permissive judicial
review, the rational relationship test, because they are
based on objective criteria, are usually of limited duration,
and are necessary to prevent imminent harm (9).

Contemporary Public Health Laws
With the advent of AIDS in the 1980s, some civil liber-

tarians argued that the old public health laws were outdat-
ed and no longer enforceable. There was no judicial sup-
port for this argument then (10), and today’s courts are
even more supportive of state powers to protect the public.
Nonetheless, many states rewrote their isolation and quar-
antine laws to provide varying levels of mandatory judicial
review, in some cases requiring that a person be provided
counsel and an opportunity for a trial before detention.
Such proceedings take so much time and money that they
make it almost impossible to impose quarantine (11).

Even public health laws rewritten in the wake of the
9/11 events often include judicial review provisions that
would be unworkable in a large outbreak; persons would
either be detained illegally or be released because of legal
technicalities. Improperly detained persons can sue, and
these lawsuits will probably not be barred by the immuni-
ty provisions in emergency public health laws. Improperly
released persons will nullify the disease control plan.

Administrative Law Solution
The best way to balance public protection with private

rights is to use administrative hearings rather than judicial
hearings to review quarantine and other public health
orders. Administrative review is used routinely in state and
federal agency proceedings, including for mental health
commitments in Maryland (12). Courts have required more
due process for mental health commitments than for quar-
antines; this difference is strong evidence that administra-
tive review would be an acceptable alternative for public
health orders. Such reviews can be appealed to the courts,
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but having the agency do the first review makes a factual
record that allows quick and efficient judicial review. A
petitioner can be required to go through an agency appeal
before a habeas corpus review by the courts (13).

Persons who want to contest their isolation orders could
be required to petition the decision maker doing the
reviews. This petition could be to a health agency staff
member or an appointed board. The health agency would
present the basic information, and the petitioner could sup-
ply additional information in writing. Telephone inter-
views could be used to allow personal statements without
the danger of in-person testimony. The decision maker
would make a brief, written ruling based on predefined
classifications. This ruling could be reviewed by an agency
appeals board and would greatly simplify any subsequent
appeal to the courts (14). If such a process is adopted, the
statutory language to implement these reviews should be
kept general to allow flexibility in the face of different epi-
demic conditions. 

Such a review should also be part of the quality assur-
ance for isolation and quarantine orders. A key part of any
isolation and quarantine process for SARS would be thor-
ough recordkeeping of all orders, whom such orders apply
to, their duration, and the disease outcome in each case.
There should be administrative oversight to ensure that the
orders are proper and that other necessary actions are car-
ried out, such as providing food and medical services to
restricted persons.

Conclusions
A major SARS outbreak would stretch many state and

local public health laws to the breaking point. These laws
should be reviewed and rewritten as necessary. Fair
process can be based on sound administrative law princi-
ples that dramatically reduce the role of judicial review in
isolation and quarantine orders.

Dr. Richards is professor of law at the Louisiana State
University Law Center, where he directs the Program in Law,
Science, and Public Health. Professor Richards has a background

in medical and public health science and has researched and pub-
lished extensively on health and public health law. His special
expertise is the administrative law basis for state and federal pub-
lic health practice. 

Dr. Rathbun practices medicine at the Ochsner Clinic
Foundation in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. A fellow in the American
Academy of Family Physicians, she publishes and lectures on
public health and bioterrorism-related issues. 
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	The Public Health Law Practice Project
	http://biotech.law.lsu.edu/manual/
	Google Search - "Public Health Law Practice Project"
	This presentation, full text of many of the cases and reports cited in the presentation and in the appendices, and other public health law materials are available on the WWW site.

	What is Administrative Law?
	Administrative law is the law of government
	Public health is the classic government service, and it is a key administrative law practice area

	Contrast with courtroom law
	The basic practice of administrative law is by government agencies and individuals or corporations who are regulated by governmental agencies or who want to influence governmental agencies.  While some administrative law is practiced in the courtroom, mo

	The flaws in adversary law
	The first flaw in the courtroom adversary system is that cases are often decided on the skills or monetary resources of the adversaries, not the facts.  The second is that no one is representing society, so that cases are often decided in ways that benef

	Understanding administrative law principles makes public health stronger
	All courts, from the local district court in your community to the United States Supreme Court, recognize administrative law principles and the importance of letting public agencies do their job.  In many cases, seeming weaknesses in public health laws,


	Public Health in the Colonies
	Most of the population lived in poorly drained coastal areas
	People lived near rivers or ocean ports because goods traveled by water

	Terrible epidemics
	There were mosquito borne illness - malaria and yellow fever, waterborne diseases - cholera, typhoid, and the other diseases of the pre-vaccination, pre-sanitation world, including smallpox.  Yellow fever nearly wiped out the Constitutional Convention.

	Average Life Expectancy was 25 years
	The Shattuck Report� was the first demographic study of disease and life expectancy in the US and showed that the average life expectancy was 25 in the cities.


	Public Health Law Actions in Colonial America
	Quarantines, areas of non-intercourse
	Inspection of ships and sailors
	Nuisance abatement
	Colonial governments had and used Draconian powers
	Blackstone, the definitive source of historical common law discussed death as the penalty for breaking quarantine.


	Actions in the 1789 Yellow Fever Epidemic
	For ten years prior, the yellow fever had raged almost annually in the city, and annual laws were passed to resist it. The wit of man was exhausted, but in vain. Never did the pestilence rage more violently than in the summer of 1798. The State was in de

	Public Health in the Constitution
	Federal Powers
	International trade and relations
	War
	Interstate Commerce - most federal laws and regulations to protect public health depend on the commerce power.  There is a great debate over whether the federal government has the right to exercise the police power outside of the commerce clause.

	State Powers
	The states retained the Draconian powers they exercised during the colonial and Articles of Confederation periods.  We call these powers to protect the public health and safety the police powers. They predate the development of police departments by many

	Original Intent
	Since the founders knew the public health powers of the colonies, which were retained when they declared independence from England, it is clear that the constitution intends the state police powers to be broad


	Public Health as the First Administrative Law
	Public health service hospitals and quarantine stations
	The public health service act was among the first laws passed by Congress.  It dealt with the health of sailors and the inspection and quarantine of ships entering US waters.

	State and Local Government
	Public health was one of the first governmental functions

	Boards of Health are among the first government agencies
	Paul Revere served on the Boston Board of Health.

	Judicial deference to agencies
	The courts, not surprisingly, tended to defer to the public health authorities - what judge wanted to be known as the one who kept the health officer from doing his duty and controlling the epidemic?
	Even in modern cases in other areas of law, the courts are more deferential when there is a clear and present threat to public health and safety.


	The Scope of Administrative Law
	Governmental Organization and Function
	Administrative law controls much of the organization and internal function of government agencies, including the courts and the police, and to a less extent the legislature. This is beyond the scope of this presentation.

	Civil Enforcement and Adjudications
	The enforcement of laws that do not lead to criminal prosecution and punishment. Food sanitation rules are enforced by health departments and violators can be fined or shut down.  If there is an allegation of a crime related to food sanitation, such as i

	Standard Setting and Rulemaking
	Agencies use their special expertise to develop rules and technical standards that are binding as law.  An example would be restaurant inspection standards.

	Investigation, Reporting, and Consultation
	Agencies can investigate and prepare reports, and provide advice and assistance to individuals and to other agencies.

	These last three are core public health agency functions
	Some agencies do all three, but some do not.  For example, the CDC's main role is to advise state health departments and collect and analyze public health information.  Its enforcement and rulemaking roll is very limited, and while it does recommend stan


	Public Health and Separation of Powers
	The federal and state governments are divided into three branches:
	Legislature
	Courts
	Executive Branch

	Executive Branch Agencies
	Agencies that do enforcement or rulemaking must be in the executive branch.  Public health agencies are classic executive branch agencies at both the state and federal levels.

	Independent Agencies
	These are agencies that are technically in the executive branch but which are run by directors or boards that are not directly answerable to the executive.  At the federal level, the SEC is an independent agency.  At the state level, some states and loca

	State Law Separation of Power Issues
	Most states do not have a single executive branch.  Instead they have several, each headed by an independently elected official.  For example, most states elect an attorney general who runs the state legal office and a governor who runs other agencies.
	State and health departments are either run by a board of health or the governor's office.  In some states the board of health is not directly controlled by the governor.
	In states where only the Attorney General can provide legal services, the health department, which is under the governor or a board of health, cannot make its own legal decisions or appear in court unless the attorney general's office approves and provid


	The Political Control of Agencies
	Agencies carry out political policy
	Agencies are the mechanism by which political decisions are carried out.  The fundamental control over agency actions is through the election of the official that oversees the agency.  Political control is exercised by the head of the executive branch gi

	Independent agencies
	Legislatures may insulate agencies from direct political action by having them answer to a board or commission that is appointed by the executive. The members of this board have fixed terms and can only be replaced when their term expires.  This limits t

	Legislative control
	Agencies may be part of the executive branch, but they are funded and authorized by the legislature.  The legislature can direct agencies to carry out actions through statute or funding, and legislatures can block agency actions by statutory or funding c

	What does this mean for judicial review?
	As long as an agency is operating within its enabling law and the constitution, courts defer to the agency because it is carrying out legislative goals.  The courts often remind persons who are challenging agency actions that the proper way to change age

	Responsible Political Control
	Public health agencies face two critical political threats.  First, is the pressure to change public health policy to satisfy political agendas that are not based on good public health principles.  At one time, health departments faced pressure to use pu
	The second threat is more insidious and pervasive - the pressure by the executive and the legislature to keep public health problems out of the news and to reassure the public that everything is fine.  This reduces pressure to raise taxes or divert money


	Traditional Public Health Authority
	The General Grant of Power
	All states, through legislation or the state constitution, gave their original health officers the general power to use their discretion to protect the public's health and safety.  These were general grants of authority to protect the public health, with

	Exercised by a health officer and/or Board of Health
	The health officer would do what was necessary to deal with public health problems.  Boards of health are quasi-legislative bodies that make public health policy decisions and oversee the health officer to insulate the health officer from political influ

	The Courts deferred to the health officer's expertise
	This is the core principle of administrative law - an agency is given broad powers and is expected to use its expertise to tailor those powers to the situation at hand. The more detailed the statutory guidance, the more limited the agency's discretion.
	Someone contesting the agency's action must show that it is arbitrary or capricious, or is a sham designed to use public health powers for improper purposes.  The petitioner is not allowed to second guess the policy decisions behind the agency's actions.
	The classic smallpox vaccination case was decided on the issue of whether an aggrieved citizen could challenge the board of health's policy decision to require smallpox vaccinations.

	Modern Administrative and Public Health Law
	As government has evolved since the early constitutional period, there has been a shift from general grants of authority to more specific laws and regulations, as discussed later.  However, the foundation of administrative law remains the right of agenci


	Why Do the Courts Accept General Powers?
	Efficiency
	It is beyond the ability of the legislature to spell out everything necessary to protect the public health.

	Flexibility
	It is impossible to anticipate every threat to the public health.  Laws that try to specify emergency actions with detailed provisions often cause more problems in enforcement than laws with more general provisions.

	Speed
	Public health threats demand quick action, which is impossible if you have to pass a law to address a new threat.

	The Delegation Doctrine
	An important historical reason for accepting general powers was the belief by many courts that the legislature could not delegate the right to make rules to an agency.  While this has been rejected, it left early courts with the choice of requiring a spe


	Do Health Departments Still Have General Powers?
	United States Supreme Court
	The United States Supreme Court has never limited the state's right to use general powers in public health unless those are a sham to evade other constitutional protections.

	State Courts
	Unless the legislature has passed laws limiting the health department's use of general powers, the state courts have generally not interfered with the use of general powers.  This is especially true for classic public health enforcement involving clear a

	State and Local Legislatures
	Many state legislatures have been successfully lobbied to limit the general powers of health departments, especially in communicable disease control.  These can make public health actions difficult, but can be changed since they are not constitutional li

	Bad Fish on the Side of the Road
	The introductory example of the abandoned fish trailer is an example of a problem that could not have been anticipated by the legislature.


	Due Process in Public Health
	When do you get a hearing?
	The core due process requirement in the US legal system is the chance to tell your side of the story to a neutral decisionmaker.  This need not be a judge in court, however.  In many cases the right to be heard is satisfied by an administrative hearing a

	Classic Food Sanitation Case - North American Cold Storage Co. v. City of Chicago, 211 U.S. 306 (1908)
	City health officials seized 47 barrels of chicken that they claimed had become putrid.  They did not give the owners of the cold storage plant a hearing before the seizure and they refused to pay the value of the chicken.

	Is there a Constitutional Right to a Hearing before the Health Department Acts?
	The United States Supreme Court said there is no constitutional right to a due process hearing before the state acts against a public health threat.�  If the defendants believed that the health department acted improperly they could challenge the action

	Is this a taking - Must the state pay for the chicken?
	The Constitution has specific provisions requiring that property owners be compensated if property is taken for public purpose.  This has been the subject of bitter litigation in land use cases where the owners claim that the restrictions on the use of t

	Injunctions
	In many cases health departments will ask the courts to order someone to comply with a public health order or to cease and desist from an activity that endangers the public health.  This is done through injunction proceeding.  The court may grant an emer


	The United States Supreme Court Takes a Short Detour
	Termination of Welfare Benefits - Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970)
	Many advocates and legal scholars oppose the use of public health decisionmaking and want all public health actions reviewed by the courts before the agency can act.  They point to this case as evidence that the United States Supreme Court no longer acce

	Goldberg Rights
	The United States Supreme Court found for the plaintiff and required the government to give her a hearing before the benefits were terminated, and set out certain rights for persons in such hearings.  These included the right to present oral testimony an

	Over extending Goldberg
	While this is not a public health case, many lawyers have read it as extending the right of a hearing to general public health orders.

	Limiting Goldberg
	In Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319 (1976),� the United States Supreme Court limited Goldberg to its facts and allowed the termination of social security disability benefits without a pre-termination hearing. The court used a classic public health cos
	The court has extended the Mathews analysis in subsequent cases.  While not overruling Goldberg, the court makes it clear that Goldberg is limited to its facts. With the subsequent revisions in the welfare laws to abolish the entitlement to welfare, it i


	What if You are Locking Up People?
	Public Health Orders against People
	There are several types of modern public health orders against persons.�  Some orders restrict the occupations that a person can practice, such as preventing typhoid carriers from working in food handling, persons with Hanson's Disease from working in ch

	Must there be a hearing first?
	The classic case upheld the detention of prostitutes for STI testing� after they had been arrested on criminal charges.  The federal court upheld this order as a proper exercise of public health powers and did not require a pre-detention hearing.  Once t

	Must there be a statutory provision for a hearing?
	Many state laws have been criticized for not proving specific provisions for due process hearings on disease control orders that allow the detention of individuals.  Specific due process provisions are not necessary for a detained person to demand a hear

	Limiting Judicial Review
	Outside of criminal law and takings and certain other areas protected by the US Constitution, the Constitution allows Congress to set the standard for judicial review of administrative actions.  Congress can allow the courts to decide cases de novo, mean


	Getting Specific - Why Make Regulations?
	Delegated legislative power
	Public health agencies can make rules if they are authorized by the legislature.  While rulemaking is important in public health, many agencies, such as the CDC, have limited or no authority to make rules.  These agencies either do not do enforcement or

	Regulations give direction to regulated parties
	While general powers are valuable to dealing with unexpected events, they give little direction to people engaged in routine activities such as running restaurants.  By adopting standards such as food sanitation code, the health department can give detai

	Regulations allow public participation
	Regulations are usually published before they become effective and the public is allowed to comment on them. In the federal system, there is no right to a hearing on a rule unless specifically required by Congress.  All comments must be made in writing.

	Regulations harmonize practices between jurisdictions
	While most public health enforcement is local or state based, businesses operate across many jurisdictions and need consistent standards.  It is also important that public health standards reflect best practices.  By adopting national standards, health d

	Limiting Issues if there is Judicial Review
	Once a regulation has been properly issued, its validity cannot be challenged in court.  This allows an agency to limit the grounds for challenging an agency action.�  For example, once the standards for food inspection are adopted, a restaurant cannot l


	When Agencies Make Decisions - Adjudications
	How is an adjudication different from a rule?
	Adjudications resolve issues for specific parties

	Expert Decisionmakers
	In contrast with court trials, where the judge is not supposed to know about facts being decided, agency decisionmakers are generally selected to have expertise in the subject being decided so that they can make more accurate decisions.

	Uniform Policy
	In most situations the administrative judge or hearing officer in an adjudication does not make the final ruling but makes recommendations to the agency director who makes the final decision.  This allows the agency to make sure that all cases involving

	Conflict of Interests?
	Many people worry that agencies are biased against regulated parties and do not give them a fair hearing.  While the courts usually reject these claims of agency bias,  some states have taken the adjudication powers away from the agency and put it in a c


	Permits and Licenses
	Permits
	The right to do something once, such as the building permit for a new restaurant.

	Licenses
	Allows an ongoing activity, such as a license for running a restaurant.

	Issued on Set Criteria
	If you meet the standards, you get the permit or license.  This allows for planning by businesses because they know what standards they must meet.  This is much more efficient for the agency than allowing a business to open without review by the agency a

	Conditioned on accepting enforcement standards
	To get a license or permit you must agree to abide by the regulations of that business, to allow inspections of your business without notice or a warrant, and to keep records as required to show that you are in compliance with the appropriate rules.  For


	Inspections
	Legally classified as an adjudication
	The inspector is the judge and investigator.  The party being inspected may accompany the inspector and present his side of the case during the inspection.  The party is given a written report outlining problems and may appeal an adverse determination, s

	License and permit holders
	If you refuse inspection, you are shut down.

	Administrative warrants
	Health departments often conduct public health inspections of private residences and businesses that do not have health department permits.  These may be fire inspections, rat inspections, or other general health and safety inspections.  While these insp

	Limits to administrative warrants
	Administrative warrants cannot be used as a substitute for a criminal due process warrant. This is an important issue in joint public health/law enforcement investigations.  The courts have carved out certain exceptions for closely regulated business tha


	Appealing an Adjudication
	Agency review
	In most cases, the first appeal is to the agency, not to the courts, and is often done in writing.  The review can also be to a political body, such as the appeal of food sanitation citations to the city counsel.

	Exhaustion of remedies
	State and federal courts require persons who want to contest agency actions to go though the agency review process before they can go to court. This saves the court's time and gives it a better record to review.

	The agency is not bound by the recommendations
	The agency does not need to defer to the inspector or the administrative judge, it can overrule them as long as it explains why.

	Judicial review
	Agency decisions can be reviewed by the courts according to the standards set by the legislature. If the regulated party believes that the action violates the Constitution or is not authorized by law, she may appeal directly to the courts. For example, t


	The Advisory and Consultative Role
	Public health is about prevention as well as enforcement
	Public health agencies, with the CDC as a prime example, provide public information to help prevent dangerous conditions.

	Opening a new restaurant
	The health department can help assure that the plans will meet the sanitation code. This is very important for small businesses which are new to food handling.

	Training kitchen personnel
	The health department can help the employer train personnel who will be handling food, and can work with them to help understand the sanitary code requirements.

	Managing problems
	While the health department is often seen as an outsider that closes restaurants when it finds a problem, the health department has an important role in helping the restaurateur manage problems to protect the public and to protect the restaurant from clo


	Acting in an Emergency
	Power expands with necessity
	Starting in the colonial period, the courts have made it clear that agency power is greatest when it is dealing with imminent threats to the public health and safety, and the more people who could be affected, the greater the power to avoid harm.

	Courts do not block emergency actions
	The history of public health jurisprudence is one of courts finding reasons to support emergency public health actions, not one of preventing action unless it is specifically authorized by law.
	In cases where public health actions have been attacked as contrary to other laws, such as federal laws regulating interstate commerce, the courts have found the public health actions valid, as long as they were not shams.

	Knowing what to do is more important than the law
	Just as the courts will not interfere with emergency actions, nor will having elaborate emergency laws substitute for good public health planning and adequate resources to carry out the plans.  Many states have passed new emergency powers laws to address

	Law matters a month after
	While law will not stand in the way of public health action if the health department is courageous and knows what it is doing, law is important in sorting out the claims that always arise after a major event.  What is most important is not letting fear o





